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Abstract
The essential purpose of the footbridges is carrying over pedestrians to a certain
destination ensuring their safety and comfort. Their design is not always an easy
task, considering the huge variety of load impacts induced by human motion
combined with the complexity of the structure itself. The natural frequencies
of the contemporary footbridges belong to a lower range, close to the one of
the excitation, following from the use of lighweight materials and extravagant
constructive solutions (stress ribbon footbridges, suspension footbridges, long-
span footbridges). Keeping that in mind, the implementation of dynamic analysis
will be an integral part of the overall structural design. There are many examples
from near and distant past showing the imperative need of knowledge of the
human-induced loads as well as their influence on the dynamics of the structure.

The currently available codes of practice, adopt simplified procedures for the
vibration serviceability assessment of footbridges. Their procedures disregard the
human-human interaction, which, as the current work will show, has a substantial
effect on the maximum acceleration levels of the structure under consideration. In
this article, an extensive study of the human-human interaction (HHI) is fulfilled.
To describe HHI, a widely-applied social force model is calibrated to make it
applicable for pedestrian traffic on footbridges. Subsequently, the developed
model is applied on a real footbridge. The resulting dynamic response and the
associated impact of the HHI are assessed.

1 Introduction

As a part of a crowd flow, a pedestrian cannot be regarded as an independent
particle. Rather, when headed toward a certain destination, coming across other
participants in the traffic, the pedestrian adjusts his / her motion (according)
to the ambient situation, influenced by intrinsic psychological considerations.
The phenomena described here is defined as human-human interaction and is a
basis for a realistic representation of the crowd behaviour, with regard to their
significance for civil structures.

The procedures available for the vibration serviceability assessment [1] [2] [3]
are derived from numerous single-person force measurements. Using simplifying
premises and empirical formulae, these procedures upscale the impact of a single
pedestrian in a way to simulate the total crowd loading with complete inconsid-
eration of the human-human interaction, which may be recognized as a major
deficiency. Nowadays, many studies deal with the problem of the human-human
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interaction, especially with regard to the transportation science and structural
design. Many models have been developed aiming to simulate crowd dynamics
as close to the reality as possible. All of them, either microscopic or macroscopic
models, highlight the importance of the psychological and physiological factors
on the resulting behaviour of the participants in the traffic. The current work is
with strong accent on one of these models, namely the social force model [4],
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. It can be referred to as a micro-scale model, meaning that the
behaviour of every single pedestrian is defined and the respective characterstic
temporal and spatial variables (velocities and positions) are acquired.

Basically, micro- and macroscopic models share common underlying concepts for
the dynamics of a pedestrian as a particle. Both types of models consider the
psychological significance for such a process and regard each pedestrian as a mov-
ing toward a certain desired purpose particle, being impacted by other humans
on the repsective structure. Taking this into consideration the human behaviour
can be regulated as composed by driving term and two interaction terms - one
accounting for the specifics of the ambient structure and another - for the in-
fluence of the surrounding participants in the traffic. The macrospopic models
zoom out by employing specialized mathematical procedures and statistical pro-
cessing with a view to derive overall information for analyzing the behaviour of
the crowds instead of focusing on the individual.

Since the crowd density is the parameter most regularly used as representative for
the crowd, many scientists concentrated their work namely on obtaining realistic
density-velocity relation [10], [11], [12]. As most popular and profitable may be
recognized the relation obtained by Weidmann from an extensive experimental
study [11] which represents a continuous function and gives the velocities even
for unrealistically high densities up to 5ped./m2 (Figure 4).

2 Guidelines and current codes of practice

2.1 General concept

The currently available codes of practice [13] [14] [2] [1] [15] [16] [3] [17] which
are relevant for the vibration serviceability analysis of the footbridges provide
different simplified procedures for quantifying vibration levels in structures and
assessing their impact on the comfort of the pedestrians. A vibration analysis,
based on simplified load models (accounting for the effects induced by a crowd or
a group) and on assumed comfort levels (which are strictly individual for every
pedestrian), may be quite subjective.
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Most of the current regulations have the following the procedure:

• Defining the modal characteristics of the structure - modal (or generalised)
masses, natural frequencies, modal damping ratios, mode shapes and all
the relevant information that can be derived by performing the vital modal
analysis

• Defining the crowd loading by employing simplified equivalent load model

• For the natural modes of interest (these which can be excited by the human-
induced dynamic loads) determining the maximum accelerations due to the
equivalent load model

• Comparing the maximum accelerations with imposed limits in terms of the
comfort of the occupants

In the following, there is a brief summary and comparison of the best known
methologies for the serviceability assessment used in the guides.

2.2 Case study - Eeklo footbridge

The present section summarizes the results for the vertical accelerations of the
Eeklo footbridge calculated according to the regulations exposed above. The
modal characteristics of the footbridge obtained by in-situ measurements are
used for the calculation of the maximum acceleration levels (Section 5.1).

2.2.1 Dynamic response calculations according to Eurocode 5 and BS
5400

Since Eurocode 5 [13] clearly distinguishes only bending modes of vibrations -
vertical and horizontal - only the third mode is considered for dynamic inves-
tigation of the structure, as it is the only one bending mode falling within the
relevant frequency range, namely - f ≤ 5Hz. Table 1 shows the variables needed
for the final evaluation as well as the obtained accelerations.

mode f [Hz] ξ avert,1[m/s
2] kvert avert,n=13[m/s

2] avert,n=0.6A[m/s2] alimit[m/s
2]

Mode 3 3.02 0.0019 0.58 0.79 1.37 18.2 0.7

Table 1: Maximum accelerations according to [13]
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The results derived for the crowd case (n = 0.6A) unrealistically exceeds the
limiting value of alimit = 0.7m/s2. This doubtfully stems from the fact the only
reduction factor considered is the multiplier 0.23, which in case of crowd with
density 0.6 ped./m2 may be quite insufficient. Also Eurocode 0 explixitly notes
that due to the many uncertainties accompanying such a kind of analysis more
detailed checks must be done.

Accordingly, the results obtain regarding BS 5400 [14] are, again, based on anal-
ysis of the third mode of vibration.eng. Krumka Kasapova
The overall results are summarized in the table to follows:

mode f [Hz] ψ K ys [m] avert[m/s
2] alimit[m/s

2]

Mode 3 3.02 14.06 0.88 0.00012 0.53 0.87

Table 2: Maximum accelerations according to [14]

The result of avert = 0.53m/s2 is in compliance with the imposed limit of alimit =
0.87m/s2, though it should be emphasized that this procedure does not mention
anything about crowd behaviour or structural vibrations due to a certain number
of pedestrians. This result acquired is very close the one obtained through [13]
due to impact of one person - avert,1 = 0.58m/s2

2.2.2 Dynamic response calculations according to Sétra and HIVOSS

Here, only modes from 2 to 5 are considered as relevant regarding dynamic anal-
ysis. All of these modes are torsional except for the 3-rd one which corresponds
to the first bending mode with f3 = 3.02Hz (see Section 5.1).

As the procedures in Sétra and HIVOSS assume that the bridge deck will be
loaded by a crowd with a certain density, the modal mass should be altered
for each traffic class (HIVOSS) or bridge class (Sétra), and thereby resulting in
variation of the natural mode shapes and natural frequencies - slight for the small
traffic densities and more perceptible for higher densities.

2.2.2.1 Assessment of the vertical vibrations - SDOF Resulting from
the frequency alteration the vibration serviceability assessment for each crowd
density is to be evaluated for different, slightly shifted, set of frequencies. This
affects the values for the ψ-factor which has a direct influence on the maximum
levels of the accelerations. Tables from 3 to 5 exhibit the results for the three
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Mode f [Hz] ψ Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode2 1.64 0.91 16.02 2.67 0.15
Mode3 2.85 0.31 0.42 0.34 0.57
Mode4 3.21 0.76 2.88 1.06 0.16
Mode5 3.29 0.86 4.69 0.66 0.02

Table 3: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd with density
d = 0.5ped./m2 according to Sétra [1]

Mode f [Hz] ψ Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode2 1.6 0.86 19.03 3.08 0.17
Mode3 2.76 0.20 0.35 0.27 0.45
Mode4 3.15 0.69 3.32 1.21 0.19
Mode5 3.21 0.77 5.26 0.72 0.02

Table 4: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd with density
d = 0.8ped./m2 according to Sétra [1]

bridge classes with densities 0.5ped./m2, 0.8ped./m2 and 1.0ped./m2. The mod-
ified mass of the structure for these three different classes results in shift of the
reduction factor from about 10% for the second mode (from ψ = 0.91 for den-
sity of 0.5ped./m2 to ψ = 0.82 for density of 1.0ped./m2) to over 50% for the
third mode (from ψ = 0.31 for density of 0.5ped./m2 to ψ = 0.14 for density of
1.0ped./m2). The highest vibration levels for density d = 0.5ped./m2 are calcu-
lated in the third mode of vibration - avert = 0.57m/s2. This is understandable
since the third mode is a bending one, characterized by the low modal damping
ratio and modal mass. The response in this mode when the crowd density is
d = 0.8ped./m2 is lower due to the decrease in the reduction factor. On the

Mode f [Hz] ψ Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode2 1.58 0.82 25.1 3.99 0.22
Mode3 2.71 0.14 1.04 0.78 1.27
Mode4 3.12 0.65 4.95 1.78 0.27
Mode5 3.16 0.70 5.37 0.72 0.02

Table 5: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd with density
d = 1.0ped./m2 according to Sétra [1]
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other hand, the response when the crowd density is d = 1.0ped./m2, is signif-
icantly increased, since the number of pedestrians is higher compared to the
other two bridge classes. To sum up, the most susceptible, considering this reg-
ulation, is the third mode of vibrations with calculated maximum accelerations
of avert = 1.27m/s2.

The same reasoning could be applied for tables from 6 to 10, showing the results
for the five traffic classes considered in [2]. Similarly, the most significant reduc-
tion is in the ψ-factor values for the third mode. Despite that, the responses in
this mode are obviously the maximum ones for all traffic classes, reaching value
of 2.17 m/s2 for crowd density of 1.0 ped./m2. Explanation for that could be
found in the perceptibly smaller damping ratio for this mode compared with the
other three modes (see Fig. 15). Contrary to the simple proportion rules, the
response due to crowd with d = 1.0ped./m2 is twice as big as the response due
to crowd with d = 1.5ped./m2 - this comes from the alteration in the natural
frequency, which leads to a smaller reduction factor for the case of the higher
density.

Mode f [Hz] ψ Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode 2 1.70 1.00 5.67 0.99 0.06
Mode 3 3.00 0.14 0.24 0.20 0.36
Mode 4 3.29 0.22 1.08 0.41 0.06
Mode 5 3.42 0.25 1.75 0.26 0.01

Table 6: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd with density
d = 15ped. - [2]

Mode f [Hz] ψ Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode 2 1.68 0.96 10.62 1.83 0.11
Mode 3 2.95 0.12 0.43 0.35 0.61
Mode 4 3.26 0.21 2.04 0.76 0.12
Mode 5 3.37 0.24 3.34 0.49 0.01

Table 7: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd with density
d = 0.2ped./m2 according to HIVOSS [2]
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Mode f [Hz] ψ Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode 2 1.64 0.86 15.17 2.53 0.15
Mode 3 2.85 0.10 0.53 0.42 0.71
Mode 4 3.21 0.20 2.98 1.10 0.17
Mode 5 3.29 0.22 4.77 0.67 0.02

Table 8: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd with density
d = 0.5ped./m2 according to HIVOSS [2]

Mode f [Hz] ψ Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode 2 1.58 0.72 22.09 3.51 0.19
Mode 3 2.71 0.06 1.77 1.33 2.17
Mode 4 3.12 0.17 5.24 1.89 0.29
Mode 5 3.16 0.18 5.62 0.75 0.02

Table 9: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd with density
d = 1.0ped./m2 according to HIVOSS [2]

Mode f [Hz] ψ Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode 2 1.52 0.60 22.34 3.40 0.18
Mode 3 2.59 0.02 0.90 0.65 1.01
Mode 4 3.04 0.15 5.58 1.97 0.29
Mode 5 3.05 0.15 5.69 0.72 0.02

Table 10: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd with density
d = 1.5ped./m2 according to HIVOSS [2]

The analysis conducted according the two guidelines shows that the structure
will possibly experience vibration levels exceeding the limit of medium comfort of
amedium = 1.0m/s2 (see Fig. 1). A simple visual inspection shows that the results
argee relatively well for the crowd density 0.5ped./m2 for all of the four modes
considered. The results for the other common density for the two regulations -
d = 1ped./m2 - cohere well, except for the 3-rd one, for which the value acquired
by [2] is approximately 2.17m/s2, whereas [1] gives value of 1.27m/s2 for this
mode of vibration. The reason for such a discrepancy of almost 50% is implicated
in the reduction factor ψ. The following conclusion c be drawn based on the
graph: For crowd densities up to 0.8ped./m2 medium comfort level is provided.
For higher densities medium level of comfort is insured for 1.5ped./m2, having
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Figure 1: Values of the vertical accelerations according to HIVOSS (left) and
Sétra (right); blue hex - Mode 2; black + - Mode 3; blue o - Mode 4; green * -
Mode 5;

in mind that the value of calculated accelerations is on the very limit for mode
3 - ad=1.5,Mode3 = 1.01m/s2. For density d = 1.0m/s2, both guides give value
above the medium comfort level, where the value acquired trhough HIVOSS is
even close the limit value for minimal comfort.

2.2.3 Dynamic response calculations according to UK National An-
nex to Eurocode 1

Tables 11 - 16 present the calculation performed according to [3]. Although
the standard gives several reference crowd densities, it is underlined that they
are recommendable. Consequently, the crowd densities regarded here coincide
with the densities used in [1] and [2], thereby allowing for direct comparison in
between.

The analysis fulfilled here does resemble the ones defined in [1] and [2] due to
the employing of a reduction factor to account for unsynchronized combination
of actions in a pedestrian group. The results obtained here show that Mode 3
is the dominant one. The responses in Mode 3 are the highest for all bridge
classes because of the very low damping ratio, although the reduction factor
and respectively the vertical modal load for this mode are very small. The
acceleration levels increase gradually from the case with 15 pedestrians - a =
0.41m/s2 - to the highest density of d = 1.5ped./m2 - a = 2.37m/s2. For the
latter particular case the comfort criteria is not met - alimit,max = 2.0m/s2.
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mode f [Hz] γ k(fn) Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode 2 1.7 0.14 0.95 2.99 0.52 0.03
Mode 3 3 0.01 0.28 0.27 0.23 0.41
Mode 4 3.29 0.1 0.36 0.97 0.36 0.06
Mode 5 3.42 0.21 0.37 1.44 0.22 0.01

Table 11: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd of d = 15
pedestrians - [3]

mode f [Hz] γ k(fn) Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode 2 1.68 0.14 0.93 5.78 0.99 0.06
Mode 3 2.95 0.01 0.26 0.5 0.41 0.72
Mode 4 3.26 0.1 0.35 1.87 0.7 0.11
Mode 5 3.37 0.21 0.37 2.8 0.41 0.01

Table 12: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd with density
d = 0.2ped./m2 - [3]

mode f [Hz] γ k(fn) Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode 2 1.64 0.14 0.91 8.85 1.48 0.08
Mode 3 2.85 0.01 0.24 0.72 0.57 0.97
Mode 4 3.21 0.1 0.34 2.87 1.06 0.16
Mode 5 3.29 0.21 0.35 4.29 0.61 0.01

Table 13: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd with density
d = 0.5ped./m2 - [3]

mode f [Hz] γ k(fn) Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode 2 1.6 0.14 0.88 10.82 1.75 0.1
Mode 3 2.76 0.01 0.25 0.97 0.74 1.23
Mode 4 3.15 0.1 0.33 3.49 1.27 0.2
Mode 5 3.21 0.21 0.34 5.21 0.71 0.02

Table 14: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd with density
d = 0.8ped./m2 - [3]

Regarding the comfort criteria, it is worth mentioning that the bridge is situated
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in a rural area and it is elevated over the ground level on 5.5m. The comfort
limit for the Eeklo footbridge could be assumed as alimit = 1.6m/s2. This simply
means that the comfort level is insured only for bridge classes with density up
to d = 1.0ped./m2.

mode f [Hz] γ k(fn) Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode 2 1.58 0.14 0.86 11.81 1.88 0.1
Mode 3 2.71 0.01 0.28 1.22 0.91 1.49
Mode 4 3.12 0.1 0.32 3.8 1.37 0.21
Mode 5 3.16 0.21 0.33 5.63 0.75 0.02

Table 15: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd with density
d = 1.0ped./m2 - [3]

mode f [Hz] γ k(fn) Pvert[kN] Fmodal,vert[kN] avert[m/s
2]

Mode 2 1.52 0.14 0.8 13.58 2.07 0.11
Mode 3 2.59 0.01 0.4 2.12 1.52 2.37
Mode 4 3.04 0.1 0.29 4.29 1.51 0.23
Mode 5 3.05 0.21 0.3 6.22 0.79 0.02

Table 16: Vertical accelerations for all relevant modes due to crowd with density
d = 1.5ped./m2 - [3]
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Figure 2: Values of the vertical accelerations according to UK National Annex
to Eurocode 1 blue hex - Mode 2; black + - Mode 3; blue o - Mode 4; green * -
Mode 5;
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2.2.4 Comparison

The thorough analysis conducted above shows not only differences, but major
discrepancies between the results obtained by the different regulations.

The results derived by EC5 and BS5400 for the case of single-pedestrian loading
are in relative compliance with each other. On the other hand, the vertical
accelerations according to EC5 induced by group (13 pedestrians) and crowd
loading (0.6ped./m2) appear to be unrealistically high compared with results
from the other regulations regarding loading due to crowd ([1], [2], [3]) - these
results may serve only for getting a basic notion about the dynamic behaviour
of the structure, but not for representative response.

The procedures developed by Murray [15] and Willford [16], which analyze the
human-induced loads on the single pedestrian basis, give quite variable results.
The vertical acceleration levels according to Murray show highest response, ex-
ceeding the comfort criteria, in the third mode, which is due to the fact it is a
bending one and is characterized by a low damping ratio. According to Willford,
the structure could have utmost excition by forcing frequency fs = 1.65Hz with
maximum acceleration a = 0.54m/s2, again overtopping the limit value.

The detailed procedures for analyzing crowd loading provided by Sétra [1] and
HIVOSS [2] overlap in most assumption. Nevertheless, due to slight differences
in the reduction factor definition, the results for common crowd densities are
not in a good conformity, but differ with some admissible margin. In general,
the results state that at least minimum comfort level is insured for all crowd
densities. The analysis according to UK National annex is extrapolated for all
crowd densities regarded in Sétra and HIVOSS. For low crowd densities up to
d = 0.5ped./m2 the results according to UK National annex and HIVOSS agree
very well. For the higher densities, there is perceptible difference in the results
derived by UK National annex and Sétra and HIVOSS. The final conclusion
drawn base on the calculations in UK National annex is that the comfort is only
provided for traffic densities up to d = 0.8peds./m2.

3 Social force model

Pedestrian motion, when one moves through a crowd, can be described quite
accurately by employing the social force model [4]. It is adopted that pedestrians
are undergoing these social forces which are not physical forces in their essence,
but represent the motivation (or lack thereof) of pedestrians to react in a certain
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manner to given circumstances [8] [9].

It is widely accepted that human motions are random by nature. Contrary to
this conventional assumption human motion is a not chaotic phenomenon - when
being part of a crowd, a pedestrian is subjected to certain behavioural rules which
dictate his movements [4], [5]. For some complex and extreme situations crowd
behaviour cannot be explicitly described but as regards some trivial and common
situations pedestrians move in a rather organized way [6]. Since they are used to
the situation they encounter, their reactions will be a result of previously acquired
experience and therefore be rather automatic and assignable to mathematical
description. The social force model can be conveniently used for assessing the
human influence on pedestrian facilities such as bridges, overpasses etc.

3.1 General concept of the social force model

The ”social force model” of a crowd represents an aggregate of simulations of
every single pedestrian motion [4]. From these simulations, the model quantities
such as pedestrian positions rα(t) and pedestrian velocities vα(t) can be derived.

Social force itself exhibits the alteration in the pedestrian actual velocity in the
course of time. These forces represent the influence of the ambient circumstances
on pedestrian behaviour. Hence, they are not directly applied to the human
body, but they are quantities describing acceleration or deceleration forces which
are subconsciously generated by a pedestrian considering the conditions of the
surrounding environment. The resultant force consists of three components:

• Driving force - f0α(vα)

• Repulsive force due to pedestrian interaction - fαβ(rα,vα, rβ,vβ)

• Repulsive force due to the presence of boundaries and obstacles - fαB(rα)

3.2 Mathematical formulation

Considering the above-stated, the basic quantities of the model can be simply
derived by solving a couple of differential equations [5]. As rα(t) represents
the current position of pedestrian α at the particular instant t and vα(t) is the
respective velocity, the following equation can be written:

drα(t)

dt
= vα(t) (1)
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A similar relationship can be used for the velocity and respective acceleration at
moment ”t” which is, actually, the social force fα(t) - it takes into consideration
all ambient conditions that affect human movements. A further term should be
added to account for random fluctuation from irregular behaviour - ξα(t). Thus,
the equation governing the acceleration, respectively deceleration, of pedestrian
α is:

dvα(t)

dt
= fα(t) + ξα(t) (2)

As it was mentioned above the total social force is the result of the summation
of the different influences on the pedestrians:

fα(t) = f0α(vα) +

np∑
β 6=α

fαβ(rα,vα, rβ,vβ) +

nB∑
B

fαB(rα) (3)

with:

• np - the number of pedestrians

• nB - the number of boundaries

3.2.1 Driving force term

It describes the intention of a given pedestrian to move toward his desired des-
tination with a definite desired velocity:

f0α(vα) =
v0α(t)eα(t)− vα(t)

τα
, (4)

where:

• v0α(t) - desired velocity [m/s];

• vα(t) - actual velocity [m/s];

• eα(t) - desired direction corresponding to the desired destination;

• τα - relaxation time [s];

As a pedestrian heads in a certain direction, he will move with some desired
velocity, if not disturbed. Any deviations of the actual velocity vα(t) from the
desired one v0α(t).eα(t) due to the presence of obstacles or interaction with other
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pedestrians, are eliminated after a certain relaxation time τα, and the pedestrian
reaches again his desired velocity.

The desired destination vector can be defined depending on the current position
of the pedestrian rα(t) and his desired destination rkα:

eα(t) =
rkα − rα(t)

||rkα − rα(t)||
(5)

In normal situations - low crowd densities and unobstructed motion - the desired
velocity v0α(t) may have a mean value of 1.34 m/s, but delays can always occur
especially for the cases of bidirectional flow. In condition of restricted flow -
high densities (above 1pedestrian/m2) or extreme (panic) conditions - the mean
velocity would acquire much smaller values (see Fig. 4). As a result there is a
trend of increasing the desired velocity. This relation can be described employing
the expression:

v0α(t) = [1− nα(t)]v0α(0) + nα(t)vmaxα , (6)

where:

• v0α(0) - initial desired velocity;

• vmaxα - maximum desired velocity;

• nα(t) - a quantity which is changing in the course of time and accounts
for the possible nervousness and impatience of the pedestrian to attain his
desired destination; it can be defined according to the following expression:

nα(t) = 1− v̄α(t)

v0α(0)
, (7)

where:

• v̄α(t) - the average speed into the desired direction and can be simply
derived by implementing the formula:

v̄α(t) =
||rα(t)− rα(0)||

t
(8)
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3.2.2 Repulsive forces due to interaction with other pedestrians

When moving through a crowd, a pedestrian will feel uncomfortable if being too
close to the other pedestrians. Therefore, he will try to keep a certain distance
from them depending on the specific circumstances - the desired velocity, the
density of the crowd, etc. This psychological effect is described by the interaction
repulsive force which is formulated as:

fαβ(t) = A1
αe

rαβ−dαβ
B1
α nαβ

(
λα + (1− λα)

1 + cos(φαβ)

2

)
+A2

αe
rαβ−dαβ

B2
α nαβ (9)

with:

• A1
α - interaction strength related to the territorial effect [m/s2];

• B1
α - repulsive interaction range related to the territorial effect [m];

• A2
α - interaction strength related to physical interactions [m/s2];

• B2
α - repulsive interaction range related to physical interactions [m];

• rαβ = rα + rβ - sum of pedestrians’ radii [m];

• dαβ(t) = ||rα(t) − rβ(t)|| - distance between pedestrian centers of mass at
specific moment t [m];

• rα(t) - coordinates of the centers of mass of the respective pedestrian;

• nαβ(t) = [n1
αβ, n

2
αβ] - normalized vector directed from pedestrian β toward

pedestrian α; it is determined as:

nαβ(t) =
rα(t)− rβ(t)

dαβ(t)
(10)

• λα - coefficient taking into consideration the anisotropic nature of pedes-
trians interaction as pedestrians are far more influenced by the situation
in front than the one behind;

• φαβ - the angle between the direction vector eα(t) and the −nαβ(t) vector
pointing from pedestrian β to pedestrian α:

cosφαβ(t) = −nαβ(t)eα(t), (11)
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where eα(t) can be evaluated as:

eα(t) =
vα(t)

||vα(t)||
(12)

The first term accounts for each pedestrian’s private sphere - in crowds which are
not with high densities - and insures that no collisions will happen. The second
term considers the particular cases of crowds with high densities and describes the
physical interaction between pedestrians, without considering frictional effects.

3.2.3 Repulsive force due to boundaries

Similar to the interaction repulsive force, there is a repulsive force due to the
presence of the footbridge boundaries. Each of the pedestrians will keep a certain
distance from boundaries aiming to avoid injuries and not to feel confused. For
the evaluation of the force an exponential relation, similar to the one used for
the interaction between pedestrians, can be adopted:

fαB(t) = Aαe
rα−dαB
Bα nαB (13)

where:

• Aα - interaction strength due to boundaries;

• Bα - repulsive interaction range due to boundaries;

• rα - pedestrian’s radius;

• dαB(t) = ||rα(t)− rB(t)|| - distance from pedestrian’s center of mass to the
closest point of the boundary;

• rB(t) - coordinates of the nearest boundary point

• nαB(t) - normalized vector pointing from the closest point B(d,u) to the
pedestrian α, determined as follows:

nαB(t) =
rα(t)− rB(t)

dαB(t)
(14)
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3.2.4 Initialization of the flow

The pedestrian flows are initialized as follows:

1) During the initial stage of the process, until the desired crowd density is
reached, the arrival times of the pedestrians for a certain crowd density
are assumed to follow a Poisson distribution. Thereafter every pedestrian
leaving the bridge is replaced by a new one, thereby keeping both the
continuity of the flow / process and the desired density constant.

TL =
L

vWeidmann

(15)

where:

• TL - average time needed by a pedestrian to cross the bridge;

• L - length of the bridge;

• vWeidmann - average walking velocity defined by Weidmann (Fig. 4)

Subsequently, the arrival rate is calculated as:

λ =
Nped

TL
=
Aeffd

TL
(16)

• Nped - number of pedestrians on the bridge;

• Aeff - effective area of the bridge deck;

• d - desired flow density;

2) The initial velocity v0α(0) and the desired one v0α(t) are chosen such as to
follow Gaussian distribution (N(1.34, 0.26)[m/s]).

3.2.5 Visualization of crowd flow on the bridge

Figure 3 illustrates unidirectional and bidirectional flows with density d = 1.0
ped/m2 on an exemplary footbridge with L = 50m and W = 3m. Distinct lane
formations for the unidirectional flows can be observed in Figure 3a - for such
a high density d = 1.0 ped/m2 namely due to fact the pedestrians’ behaviour
is dictated by confined disposable space the lanes are rarely disrupted. The
number of the lanes depends on the specific geometry (or more accurately the
width) of the regarded area. The effect of the lane formation is advantageous
- as the need of manoeuvres is reduced significantly, the pedestrian velocity
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increases and the crowd motion itself is more efficient. In reality, footbridges
are exposed to bidirectional crowd flows (Figure 3b). The lane formation here is
not that explicit as it is for unidirectional flows. It can be qualified as temporal
lane formation, since disruption happens due to the newly arriving pedetrians
moving in opposite direction. This may lead to uneven distribution over the
whole area of the footbridge and clustering of pedestrians trying to pass each
other, especially for high densities, contrary to the unidirectional flow where the
distribution of pedestrians is most uniform for high densities.

0 L/2 L

(a) Unidirectional flow

0 L/2 L

(b) Bidirectional flow

Figure 3: Instantaneous positions of the pedestrians being part crowd flow with
density d = 1.0ped./m2 at a certain point in time

3.3 Calibration model parameters for use on footbridges

The values of the governing parameters of the social force model defined in the
literature sources [4] [5] [6] differ depending on the traffic situation under con-
sideration. The parameters related to the repulsive interaction force A1

αβ, B1
αβ,

λα are calibrated for the unidirectional flow [30], so that the average speed of
the flow for a certain crowd density converges with the reference values defined
by Weidmann [11] (Figure 4). The extensive research performed regarding the
unidirectional flow confirms that the flow density and its velocity are inversely
proportional [30] (Fig. 5). Using the calibrated values for the determining pa-
rameters in the social force model (Table 18), the results acquired for the unidi-
rectional flow can be referred to as stable and even constant (Figure 5).
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Figure 4: Density-velocity relation according to [11]
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Figure 5: Average speed of crowd (top) and pedestrian density (bottom) as
a function of the dimensionless time (t/TL with TL the average time needed
to cross the bridge) for unidirectional flow with density d = 1.0ped./m2 for
calibrated values of the main parameters according to [30]

Similar simulations implemented for bidirectional flows with the calibrated values
for the unidirectional flow manifest a significant decrease in the actual speed
value compared to the unidirectional flow (Table 17). This can be justified by
the different nature of the two processes. When considering the unidirectional
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flow, a settled process is present - there are no premises for abrupt movements
which may violate the established monotonous motion, respectively speed. On
the other hand, bidirectional flow cannot be defined as an uniform process due
to the frisk movements undertaken by the pedestrians coming across pedestrians
walking in opposite direction. Namely these frisk movements specific for the
bidirectional flow result into major changes of the actual speed from one instant
to the next.

The values of the mean speeds for bidirectional flow are evidently much smaller
than the respective values for unidirectional flow for one and the same values
of the characteristic parameters of the social force model. From Table 17, it is
obvious that the set of parameter values, as calibrated for unidirectional flows,
generate bidirectional flows which are unrealistic. The differences between the
acquired values for the mean speed and the reference ones derived by Weid-
mann are inadmissible, reaching value of 83.33 % for density 1.5 pedestrians/m2.
These flows may be characterized by significant clustering of pedestrians being
obstructed to pass by each other due to high magnitude of the repulsive interac-
tion force.

Unidirectional flow Bidirectional flow
Crowd density vweidmann vactual ∆ vactual ∆

[pedestrians/m2] [m/s] [m/s] [%] [m/s] [%]
0.10 1.32 1.28 -3.03 1.14 -13.64
0.20 1.30 1.28 -1.54 1.00 -23.08
0.50 1.23 1.24 0.81 0.59 -52.02
0.80 1.12 1.14 1.79 0.40 -64.29
1.00 1.02 1.02 -0.42 0.32 -68.63
1.50 0.78 0.79 1.28 0.13 -83.33

Table 17: Values for the actual speed according to Weidmann (Figure 4) and
using the calibrated values (Table 18) for unidirectional flow

The most important parameters influencing the pedestrians behaviour (with ref-
erence to the other participants in motion) and therefore their speed, are the
interaction strength A1

α, the repulsive interaction range B1
α, the anisotropic pa-

rameter λα and the relaxation time τα. As these four constants are selected
for calibration for the bidirectional flows, their significance is discussed in the
following:

• A1
α

As mentioned above the larger the A1
α, the bigger the repulsive interaction

force. With respect to bidirectional flow, it is clear that due to random
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encountering of pedestrians moving in opposite direction, the graph of the
velocities will have many drops. By lowering the value of A1

α, the acquired
results for the actual speed naturally raise - smaller A1

α will reduce the
repulsive force between pedestrians leading to increase of the driving force
term and accordingly the pedestrians speed.

• B1
α

Analogical reasoning may be applied for the B1
α-parameter. By reducing

its value, the repulsive force due to pedestrians will become significantly
smaller for the cases when no physical interaction is present - the impact of
the surrounding pedestrians will decrease. The regarded pedestrian would
not be dominated by the influence of the other participants, and this way
he / she will be able to subsequently increase his / her speed to the desired
one.

• λα

Especially for the case of bidirectional flow the influence of the pedestrians
behind should be approximately the same as the influence of the ones to the
front thus leading to smaller decrease in the overall speed. This explains
the necessity of higher value for λα, leading to almost isotropic behaviour.

• τα

The value of the relaxation time τα for the case of bidirectional flow is
reduced compared to the recommended value of 0.5s. The relaxation time
is likely to be smaller since it is inversely proportional to the pedestrians’
speed and this way it partly compensates for the instantaneous drops in
the speed.

A certain number of simulations is performed for period of T =100 (Eq. 15)
and the calibrated values for the bidirectional flow are summarized in Table 18.
The derived values for the actual speed do not coincide completely with the
reference values defined by Weidmann, but do differ with margin of maximum
6.08 % (Table 19). Figure 6 shows that the selected values for the social force
parameters give a close approximation of the values given by Weidmann. On the
other hand, it can be seen that no stable area for the process occurs over the
selected time window.
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Parameter λα[−] ∆[%] A1
α[m/s2] ∆[%] B1

α[m] ∆[%] τα[s] ∆[%]
Unidirectional flow 0.80 - 9.43 - 0.35 - 0.50 -
Bidirectional flow 0.92 +15.00 2.00 -78.79 0.20 -42.86 0.43 -14.00

Table 18: Calibrated parameters for unidirectional flows according to [30] and
bidirectional flows

Figure 7 manifests explicitly the absolute convergence between the values defined
by Weidmann and the results acquired for the unidrectional flow. At the same
time the difference between the results for the bidirectional flow and the values
by Weidmann is within acceptable limits. As stated by Weidmann, the values for
the average speed for bidirectional flow are expected to be approximately 5-10%
lower than the one for unidirectional flow.
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Figure 6: Average speed of crowd (top) and pedestrian density (bottom) as a
function of the dimensionless time (t/TL with TL the average time needed to
cross the bridge) for bidirectional flow with density d = 1.0ped./m2 for calibrated
values of the main parameters for bidirectional flow (Table 18)
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Bidirectional flow
Crowd density vweidmann vactual ∆

[pedestrians/m2] [m/s] [m/s] [%]
0.10 1.32 1.24 -6.01
0.20 1.30 1.22 -6.08
0.50 1.23 1.16 -5.79
0.80 1.12 1.08 -3.38
1.00 1.02 1.00 -1.68
1.50 0.78 0.81 3.99

Table 19: Values for the actual speed according to Weidmann (Fig. 4) and using
the calibrated values (see Table 18) for bidirectional flow
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Figure 7: Comparison between the values of vactual according to Weidmann (cyan
stars), unidirectional flow with calibrated values according to [30] (red crosses)
and bidirectional flow with calibrated values for bidirectional flows (blue circles)

3.4 Sampling pedestrian frequencies and steps

Based on the integration of the differential equations (Eq. 1, 2), the trajectories,
as discrete position points, and speed of each pedestrian at every time step
ts of the mathematical solution with duration 100TL are obtained. For every
pedestrian in the crowd, the time instants when the pedestrian is, in fact, on the
bridge - the period between the first and the last step on the bridge - are isolated
of the entire simulation time for that pedestrian, i.e. xα ∈ [0;L] and accordingly,
the period tbr. The first component of the vector tbr represents t0 - the instant
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of the first step on the bridge and the last component tlast - the last moment on
the bridge.

Having defined the initial moment on the bridge, t0, the respective coordinates,
xα,0 and yα,0, and velocities, vx,α,0 and vy,α,0, are established, too. The total
velocity at each time instant is calculated as:

vtot(t) =
√
v2x,α(t) + v2y,α(t) (17)

Next, an empirical relation, based on experimental data from laboratory trials
on a treadmill, can be used [31], [32], [33]:

fs(t) = 0.35v3tot(t)− 1.59v2tot(t) + 2.93vtot(t) (18)

The plausible velocity limits for this empirical formula (Eq. 18) can be adopted
either as [0, 2; 2, 5m/s] in accordance with [31] or [0, 23; 2, 2m/s] in conformity
with [32]. The latter is used as admissible limits in the current study. Employing
this relationship using the total instantenous velocity directly taken from the
integration of the differential equations, the fs,0 is calculated and afterwards the
time needed for performing the next step is computed as the reciprocal value of
fs,0:

Ts,1 =
1

fs,0
(19)

After computing Ts,1, it is clear that the time of the next step is:

t1 = t0 + Ts,1 (20)

Combining the already received detailed trajectory and the instant of the first
stride t1, the coordinates xα,1 yα,1 and the velocities vx,α,1 and vy,α,1 can be
evaluated by linear interpolation (sampling based on instantaneous velocities).
Implementing successively Eq. 17-20 gives the sampled velocities, frequencies
and coordinates for each step of the pedestrian on the bridge (Fig. 9 - 12).

As some drops and peaks may occur for all variables (velocity, frequency, posi-
tions) depending on the particular circumstances, an averaging over a relevant
time window is implemented aiming to avoid extraordinary values who are of
main interest. Figure 8 outlines the algorithm used. After calculating the time
needed for accomplishing the first step Ts,1, the velocity for this first step is cal-
culated as mean of all values (derived from the integration) which lie within the
interval [Ts,1/2; 3Ts,1/2] - the averaged velocity is used for calculating the step
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Figure 8: Sampling the total velocity averaging the information over the relevant
time window

frequency for the respective step. This procedure is repeated for the period while
the pedestrian is on the bridge (sampling based on averaged velocities). Namely,
these avaraged variables are used as governing for calculating the response of the
structure.

Figures 9 and 10 display the alteration of the velocities, frequencies and stride
lengths in the course of time (left) and along the length of the bridge (right) for
unidirectional and bidirectional flows. A high resemblance in respect to the form
is noticeable between the plots of the velocity, frequency and stride length. It
can be seen that for the case of the unidirectional flow, there is a good silimarity
between the instantaneous and averaging sampling - since the unidirectional flow
is characterized as a stable process, the velocity does not vary greatly in time,
which gives averaged velocity almost equal to the instantaneous for the regarded
instant. This is a rationale for the settled shape of the graphs on Figure 9
as well as the graph of the trajectory (Figure 11) - they are smooth with no
protuberant sectors. On the contrary, the graphs describing the bidirectional
flow (Figures 10, 12) may be recognized as immensely fluctuating due to the
inconstant nature of the process. There are large discrepancies between the
values of the parameters (the velocities, frequencies and stride lengths) derived
by instantaneous and averaged sampling which are most notable on Figure 10e,
10f - there are noticeable mismatches between the actual stride lengths and these
evaluated using the relation ls(t) = vtot(t)/fs(t) on the one hand, and between
the instantaneous and averaged sampling on the other. Namely, in order to avoid
such abnormal variations - especially the step freqency has instant drops to 0.6
Hz - the averaged sampling is used further as leading for the evaluation of the
structural response.
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(e) Stride length in function of time
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(f) Stride length along the x-coordinate

Figure 9: Depiction of the total velocity, step frequency and stride length for an
arbitrary pedestrian in a unidirectional crowd flow with d = 0.5ped./m2: Total
velocity 9a, 9b with sampled velocities using instantaneous sampling (green cir-
cles) and averaged sampling (red crosses); Step frequency 9c, 9d with sampled
frequencies using instantaneous sampling (green circles) and averaged sampling
(red crosses); Stride lengths 9e, 9f with sampled strides using instantaneous sam-
pling and ls(t) = vtot(t)/fs(t) (green circles), instantaneous sampling of the actual
position (purple triangles) and averaged sampling and ls(t) = vtot(t)/fs(t)(cyan
stars), instantaneous sampling of the actual position (red crosses)
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(f) Stride length along the x-coordinate

Figure 10: Depiction of the total velocity, step frequency and stride length for
an arbitrary pedestrian in a bidirectional crowd flow with d = 0.5ped./m2: Total
velocity 10a, 10b with sampled velocities using instantaneous sampling (green cir-
cles) and averaged sampling (red crosses); Step frequency 10c, 10d with sampled
frequencies using instantaneous sampling (green circles) and averaged sampling
(red crosses); Stride lengths 10e, 10f with sampled strides using instantaneous
sampling and ls(t) = vtot(t)/fs(t) (green circles), instantaneous sampling of the
actual position (purple triangles) and averaged sampling and ls(t) = vtot(t)/fs(t)
(cyan stars), instantaneous sampling of the actual position (red crosses)
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Figures 11 and 12 manifest the detailed trajectory as a result of the mathemat-
ical solution for each time step (discontinuous blue line) of a random pedestrian
being part of a crowd with density d = 0.5ped/m2. The red crosses applied
on the trajectory represent the virtual steps performed by the pedestrian when
walking on the bridge, using the averaged sampling. The trajectory of a pedes-
trian participating in an onedirectional flow is quite fluent compared to the the
trjectory of pedestrian of bidirectional flow - the trajectory has many abrupt
changes corresponding to the meeting of oppositely moving pedestrians.

0 L/2 L
-W/2

0

W/2

Figure 11: Trajectory (blue line) and sampled steps (red crosses) of a pedestrian
participating in a onedirectional flow with density d = 0.5ped/m2

0 L/2 L
-W/2

0

W/2

Figure 12: Trajectory (blue line) and sampled steps (red crosses) of a pedestrian
participating in a bidirectional flow with density d = 0.5ped/m2

4 Random flow

The random crowd flow is defined for the crowd densities concerned in the current
codes of practice [1] and [2]. It is strictly unidirectional, since the pedestrians
do not affect each other. The trajectories are defined as straight lines. The
walking paths are considered uniformly distributed along the width of the bridge
deck [0,±W/8,±W/4,±3W/8,±W/2]. During the initial stage the pedestrians’
arrival times follow Poission distribution and afterwards every pedestrian leaving
the structure is replaced by a new one, hereby keeping the desired density of
the flow (Subsection 3.2.4). The step frequencies follow Gaussian distribution
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N(µfs = fs, σfs = 0.175Hz), where the mean µfs varies for the different crowd
densities (Table 20). As opposed to the main premise in the current codes of
practice for resonant condition, for the particular case of Eeklo footbridge the
mean step frequencies are accepted in compliance to [34]. The walking velocities
vs are adopted as constant for each pedestrian in the crowd flow accoring to [11]
(Table 20).

0 L
-W/2

0

W/2

Figure 13: Trajectory of a single pedestrian walking on the ultimate edge of the
bridge with sampled steps (red crosses)

Crowd density d[ped./m2] Mean step frequency µfs[Hz] Velocity vs[m/s]
15 pedestrians 2.00 1.32

0.2 1.93 1.30
0.5 1.81 1.23
0.8 1.69 1.12
1.0 1.61 1.02
1.5 1.41 0.78

Table 20: Mean step frequencies according to [34] and constant velocities accord-
ing to [11] for different crowd densities

5 Response prediction including human-human

interaction

The present thesis will consider the slender Eeklo footbridge (Figure 14) as a
running example. Eeklo footbridge is situated in Eeklo, East Flanders (Belgium).
The footbridge is used by pedestrians and cyclists to cross a highway.

5.1 Modal analysis - Eeklo footbridge

The structural model of the footbridge is a continuous beam with three spans
and overall length of 96m. The central span has a length of 42m, whereas the two
sideward spans - 27m. The structure comprises two main double-T steel girders
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with height 1,2m and axial distance between them 3,4m, using the girders with
their height as railings. T-shaped secondary beams are implemented parallel to
the main girders, spaced approximately through 0,85m . There are secondary
transverse beams of same shape implemented through 4,2m in the midspan and
through 4,5m in the other two spans. The bridge deck is implemented by steel
sheets of thickness 8mm. The weight of the top structure is 440 kN.

Modal analysis is executed for 10 mode shapes. The results acquired by a finite
element (FE) model are calibrated in such a way to coincide with the results
from the in situ measurements [35].

Mode 2 (f2 = 1, 71Hz), which is a torsional mode of vibration, is characterized
by a significant damping ratio - ξ2 = 1, 94%. This can be justified with the
specificity of the structure - the side abutments and the intermediate pillars
would hamper the free vibrations. Similar reasoning may be applied for modes
of interest 4 and 5, which are as well torsional modes and have high damping
ratios (respectively ξ4 = 1, 45% and ξ5 = 2, 97%). Regarding Mode 3 - bending
mode, it differs with appreciably smaller damping ratio - ξ3 = 0, 19%, which
can be explained by the fact that as only obstruction of the free vibrations in
this mode may be recognized the ability of the steel in the midspan to dissipate
energy. Mode 1 is to be excluded from any further analysis, as it is a longitudinal
mode, not relevant due to the insignificant modal displacements of the bridge
deck.

Figure 14: Eeklo footbridge
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(b) Mode 2 - f2 = 1.70Hz, ξ2 = 1, 94%
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(c) Mode 3 - f3 = 3.00Hz, ξ3 = 0, 19%
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(d) Mode 4 - f4 = 3.30Hz, ξ4 = 1, 45%
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(e) Mode 5 - f5 = 3.43Hz, ξ5 = 2, 97%

Figure 15: Natural modes of vibrations

[Hz] d = 15 peds. d = 0.2ped./m2 d = 0.5ped./m2 d = 0.8ped./m2 d = 1.0ped./m2 d = 1.5ped./m2

Mode f f15 ∆f f0.2 ∆f f0.5 ∆f f0.8 ∆f f1.0 ∆f f1.5 ∆f

[Hz] [Hz] [%] [Hz] [%] [Hz] [%] [Hz] [%] [Hz] [%] [Hz] [%]

1 1.04 1.03 0.57 1.01 2.12 0.98 5.07 0.96 7.77 0.94 9.45 0.9 13.26
2 1.71 1.7 0.46 1.68 1.73 1.64 4.16 1.6 6.44 1.58 7.87 1.52 11.18
3 3.02 3 0.62 2.95 2.3 2.85 5.49 2.76 8.38 2.71 10.17 2.59 14.23
4 3.30 3.29 0.32 3.26 1.21 3.21 2.94 3.15 4.58 3.12 5.62 3.04 8.07
5 3.43 3.42 0.46 3.37 1.72 3.29 4.16 3.21 6.43 3.16 7.87 3.05 11.21
6 5.75 5.72 0.65 5.61 2.44 5.42 5.81 5.24 8.87 5.14 10.76 4.89 15.03
7 5.80 5.78 0.26 5.74 0.99 5.66 2.43 5.58 3.8 5.52 4.69 5.4 6.8
8 6.10 6.07 0.39 6.01 1.46 5.88 3.59 5.75 5.63 5.67 6.94 5.48 10.14
9 6.47 6.43 0.66 6.31 2.49 6.09 5.92 5.88 9.04 5.76 10.97 5.48 15.25
10 6.94 6.91 0.47 6.82 1.73 6.66 4.09 6.51 6.19 6.42 7.48 6.23 10.35

Table 21: Natural frequencies for different crowd densities and percentile differ-
ence ∆f with respect to the empty footbridge
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Figure 16: Force-time function due to single steps for fs = 1.8Hz, fs = 1.9Hz
and fs = 2.0Hz according to [36]

5.2 Single-foot force model

In the literature, the following two methods are most generally applied to describe
the loading: continuous loading function and single step function (Fig. 16). For
the purposes of the current study, the single-foot force model derived by Li [36]
is used. The plot obtained throught this model is a ’double-hump’ graph (Figure
16). The first peak results from the ’heel strike’ and the second from the ’toe-off’
effect [29] [37]. Increasing the pacing frequency makes the peaks more distinctive
- the first peaks are sensibly higher for frequency f = 2.0Hz compared with the
ones for frequency f = 1.8Hz. That is the reason why the pacing frequency has
the greatest influence on the force-time history, and hence on the dynamic effect
of the human motion.

Single-foot force model differentiates the human-induced loading as discrete load-
ing for each step (Fig. 16). The formulation by Li [36] is as follows:

Fe(t) = G
n∑
i=1

αi sin(
πi

Te
t) (21)

where:

• G - static component of the force, namely the weight of the pedestrian;

• αi - dynamic load factor of the i-th component;
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• Te - duration of the step (Fig. 16);

• Ts = 1/fs - period of stepping (Fig. 16);

• n - number of harmonic components accounted for;

The ratio between the walking period and the duration of the step is considered
as constant during the moving process and appears to be Ts/Te = 0, 76 [38].

5.3 Calculation of the dynamic response

Aiming to represent the dynamic response of a structure one can conveniently
describe the deformed shape using the natural modes of vibration. They are
the modes in which the structure will oscillate when experiencing some external
load. Each natural mode is fully defined by its natural frequency of vibration,
mode shape, modal mass and modal damping. These characteristics are deter-
mined through the implementation of the modal analysis which is based on
the concept of uncoupling the equations of motion of multi-degree of freedom
systems.

[M ]{q̈}+ [C]{q̇}+ [K]{q} = {P (t)}, (22)

wherein:

• [M ] - diagonal matrix of generalized modal masses Mn;

• [C] - matrix of generalized modal damping Cn;

• [K] - diagonal matrix of generalized modal masses Kn;

• {P (t)} - a column vector of generalized modal forces Pn;

• {q} - a column vector of the generalized coordinates;

General solutions for the above equations could be found in literature ([25], [26],
[39]).
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5.4 Response to pedestrian flows

For the purposes of the present computations the pedestrian flows are defined
for all crowd densities considered in [1] and [2]. The number of random flows is
selected such that the vertical acceleration has converged - 500 random crowd
flows are simulated. In addition, the calibrated versions of the social force model
(Section 3.3) are used in the present section to describe realistical pedestrian flows
on the Eeklo footbridge. The period of every simulation is set as 100TL (Eq.
15), thereby assuring reaching state response of the structure. The first 3TLs are
excluded from the analysis as the transient phase of the process is not of interest.
Using the information acquired in Subsection 3.4, related to the positions and
the step frequencies, and employing the classical uncoupled equations of motion
of linear elastic system (Eq. 22) [26] [39], the results of the structural response
in terms of vertical accelerations at the center of the midspan at the side of
the railing are derived. Modes from 2 to 7 (Table 21) are incorporated in the
calculations, assuming that the higher modes would have minor contribution to
the overall response. The time step for the response calculations is ts = 0.025s.

Fig. 17 shows the power spectral density (PSD) of the vertical accelerations
for all relevant densities for unidirectional, bidirectional and random flows. No
matter what the crowd density or the type of the flow, the graphs show the most
prominent peak for frequency 3.00Hz which corresponds to the natural frequency
of the first bending mode of the footbridge. The higher the crowd density, the
more pronounced the peak, which shows the dominant importance of the third
mode of vibrations. From the graph, it can be observed that there is a better
accordance bertween results for the two flows defined by the social force model
(especially for low densities up to d = 0.5ped./m2), than with the random flow.

Random crowd flow

For the case of the random flows, apart from the highest peak centered around
the third natural frequency 3.00Hz, two lower peaks are present at 1.70Hz and
6.45Hz. The first being the frequency of the second mode of vibration and the
latter being close to either the second harmonic component for the third mode
of vibration and the frequency of the 9th natural mode of vibration.

Crowd flow with accounting social forces

For the case of the unidirecitonal flow, except for the major peak around 3.00Hz,
significant peaks are present around the frequencies of the second and fourth
natural modes, respectively f = 1.71Hz and f = 3.30Hz - they are more pro-
nounced for densities 0.5ped./m2, 0.8ped./m2, 1.0ped./m2. Especially for the
case with d = 1.0ped./m2, the three peaks are of one and the same order, show-
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Figure 17: PSD of the vertical accelerations for unidirectional (solid), bidirec-
tional (dotted) and random crowd (dashed) flows with densities according to the
current codes of practice [1] [40]
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Figure 18: CDF of the vertical accelerations unidirectional (solid), bidirectional
(dotted) and random crowd (dashed) flows with densities according to the current
codes of practice [1] [2] with denoted values with 50% (red crossed) and 5%
(yellow circle) probability of exceedance
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ing that the mean step frequency is close to the frequency of the second mode -
µfs = 1.75Hz (Table 23) and simultaneously its second multiple is close to the
fourth mode. A serious peak centered around f = 3Hz is apparent for crowd
density d = 1.5ped./m2. The vertical acceleration for this case acquire eminent
values of 2.96m/s2 with 50% and 4.55m/s2 with 5% probability of exceedance,
which is approximately five times higher than the response of the previous trafic
density of d = 1.0ped./m2 (Table 22). A justification of this values may be de-
tected in the mean step frequency for this flow - µfs = 1.58Hz, σfs = 0.12Hz
(Table 23). The standard deviation takes appreciably higher value compared
to the other densities of the unidirectional flow, which simply means that there
is bigger scatter in reference to the pedetrians’ behaviour due to the (traffic)
congestion, which could take place for such a high density. The mean frequency
µfs together with high standard deviation gives a larger number of pedestri-
ans having step frequency close to fn,3/2. Consequently, this results in almost
resonant response due to the second harmonic of the human-induced loads in
Mode 3, which is at the same time characterized by a very low damping ratio -
ξ3 = 0.19% and low modal mass. All these elements together explain the sole
and major peak in the PSD for density d = 1.5ped./m2. In general, Table 22
shows that as the pedestrian density increases, so does the structural response,
with a major increase for d = 1.5ped./m2.

Similar to the response due to unidirectional and random flows, the results for
bidirectional flows show a dominant excitation of the structure in the third mode.
Again, less significant peaks are observed around the frequency of the second
natural mode of vibration. The latter get larger for higher densities, as the mean
step frequency µfs experiences reduction toward the frequency of the second
natural mode of vibration fn,2 and for the ultimate density d = 1.5ped./m2, µfs
is almost equal to fn,2, namely µfs = 1.68Hz. On the whole, the results for
bidirectional flows show a progressive increase with the crowd density, reaching
maximum values of 1.48m/s2 with 50% and 2.02m/s2 with 5% probability of
exceedance for the highest density of d = 1.5ped./m2.

Finally, the results for the vertical accelerations for the three types of flows, ex-
pressed with 50% and 5% probability of exceedance, shown through cumulative
distribution function (CDF) graphs (Figure 18), are summarized in Table 22.
The accelerations derived for bidirectional flow exceed the ones for the unidi-
recitonal flow with some acceptable differences, except for d = 1.5ped./m2. For
this last very particular case the accelerations for the unidirectional flow are ap-
proximately twice as high as the results for bidirectional flow, for the reasons
stated above. On the other hand, a better correspondence in the results is ob-
served between bidirectional and random flows. A gradual increase of the vertical
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acceleration with the crowd density is present for the three types of flows.

Unidirectional flow Bidirectional flow Random flow
Crowd density d[ped./m2] avert,50%[m/s2] avert,5%[m/s2] avert,50%[m/s2] avert,5%[m/s2] avert,50%[m/s2] avert,5%[m/s2]

15 ped. 0.20 0.37 0.19 0.33 0.17 0.25
0.2 0.33 0.47 0.41 0.48 0.32 0.47
0.5 0.49 0.62 0.67 0.87 0.60 0.88
0.8 0.57 0.69 0.94 1.27 1.04 1.43
1.0 0.59 0.82 1.14 1.42 1.35 1.91
1.5 2.96 4.55 1.48 2.02 1.81 2.58

Table 22: Vertical accelerations for unidirectional, bidirectional and random flows
for different crowd densities with 50% and 5% probability of exceedance

Table 23 together with Figure 19 give the distribution of the step frequencies for
the unidirectional and bidirectional flows. It can be observed that, as expected,
the unidirectional flow is characterized by lower standard deviations than the
bidirectional flow, which results into lower variability for the former and higher
variability for the latter flow.

Pedestrians being part of unidirectional flows standartize their motion with each
other, as there are no premises for incisive movements. The inter-person vari-
ability in step frequency, characterized by the standard deviation, decreases as
the crowd density rises, since the free space is deficient and every pedestrian
conforms his/her behaviour with the others. An exception is obvious for the
case of very dense traffic - d = 1.5ped./m2 - since traffic jam occurs, which may
provoke pedestrians act differently. When regarding bidirectional flows, it can
be observed that the inter-person variability in step frequency strictly increases
with the crowd density - the less the space, the more diverse the pedestrians’
behaviour.

A simple visual comparison of the µfs and σfs for the unidirectional and bidi-
rectional flows. (Figure 19) shows almost identical values for µfs for one and the
same density and significant differences for the σfs. The values of σfs for bidirec-
tional flow are higher, which implies larger dispersion of the step frequencies and
a possibility that more pedestrians from the flow will have pacing frequency equal
or in close range to some of the natural frequencies. This is a simple explanation
for the bigger responses acquired for bidirectional flow. The only exception for
the case of d = 1.5ped./m2 stems from the fact there is more considerable dif-
ference between the µfs for the two flows with µfs,uni > µfs,bi and the high σfs
for unidirectional flow. From Figure 19f, it can be seen that for unidirectional
flow the number of pedestrians having step frequency equal or close to some
of the natural frequencies, and more specifically to the one of the third mode,
is larger than for bidirectional flow - more serious responses are evaluated for
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Figure 19: PDF of the sampled pedestrian frequencies for first (blue) and second
(green) harmonic component for unidirectional crowd flows (dashed) and bidi-
rectional crowd flows (continuous) with densities according to the current codes
of practice (see Section 2)
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Unidirectional flow Bidirectional flow
Crowd density d[ped./m2] µfs[Hz] σfs[Hz] µfs[Hz] σfs[Hz]

15 pedestrians 1.89 0.14 1.87 0.18
0.2 1.88 0.11 1.86 0.19
0.5 1.85 0.07 1.84 0.22
0.8 1.81 0.07 1.81 0.26
1.0 1.75 0.06 1.78 0.29
1.5 1.58 0.12 1.68 0.34

Table 23: Mean values and standard deviation of the sampled step frequency

unidirectional flow for this distinct density.

5.5 Comparison with other prediction models

In this section, the structurtal response predicted using the social force model is
summarized and compared with the results obtained for the random crowd flow
simulations and according to the current codes of practice.

Figure 20 resumes the results for the uni- and bidirectional flows and for the
random crowd flow (Section 5.4) with 50% probability of exceedance. The figure
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Figure 20: Vertical accelerations with 50% probability of exceedance for all rele-
vant crowd densities for unidirectional flow (purple triangles), bidirectional flow
(red triangles) and random flow (dark green triangles)
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shows that for small densities, say up to d = 0.5ped./m2, there is convergence be-
tween the responses due to the three flows. For higher densities - d = 0.8ped./m2,
d = 1.0ped./m2 - a more obvious resemblance is present between the results for
bidirectional and random flows, whereas the values for the unidirectional flow are
relatively smaller. The extraordinary peak in the vertical accelerations due to
impact of unidirectional flow for the highest crowd density was comprehensively
considered in the previous section. Herein, it can be seen that the results for
the bidirectional and random flows are almost half of the one for unidirectional
flow. Generally, it might be stated that, at least minimum comfort level is in-
sured for the pedestrians, except for the case of unidirectional flow with density
d = 1.5ped./m2, as a resonant phenomena is quite probable.
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Figure 21: Vertical accelerations with 5% probability of exceedance for all rel-
evant crowd densities according to HIVOSS [2] (black crosses), Sétra [1] (green
crosses), UK National annex to EC1 [3] (cyan crosses) for Mode 3; and for uni-
directional flow (purple triangles), bidirectional flow (red triangles) and random
flow (dark green triangles)

Figure 21 generalizes structural accelerations with 5% probability of exceedance
acquired by Sétra [1], HIVOSS [2], UK National annex to EC1 [3] in Chapter 2
only for the dominant Mode 3. In addition, the vertical accelerations for the three
types of flows (unidirectional, bidirectional and random) with 5% probability
of exceedance are shown. The results acquired through the procedures in the
current code of practice manifest that the structure responses dominantly in
Mode 3. Similar conclusions are drawn for the three types of flows, based on
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the PSD-plots. Again, a good argeement of the results for the lower densities
is observable. For higher densities, the results are quite scattered. For the
case of d = 0.8ped./m2, there is similarity between the accelerations according
to [1] and for the random flow, on the one hand and between the the results
according to [3] and for the bidirectional flow, on the other. For the case of
d = 1.0ped./m2, results from the unidirectional flow stay far below than the
other prediction models. The accelerations levels derived by [1], [3] and the
bidirectional flow simulation are quite similar and likewise the results derived
by [2] and for the random flow are quite close to one another. For the case
of d = 1.5ped./m2 the dispersion of the results is most notable. The results
obtained through the procedure in [2] are relatively small, since the ψ-factor
in the evaluations takes into account the fact that for such a high density, the
pedestrians tend to decrease their walking speed and respectively, there will be
a drop in the dynamic response. The results derived by [3] and for bidirectional
and random flows are very high varying from 2.02m/s2 (for bidirectional flow)
to 2.58m/s2 (for random flow). At least minimum comfort level is assured for all
traffic densities, no matter the evaluation method, except for the unidirectional
flow for density of d = 1.5ped./m2.

6 Summary of the main conclusions

As the pedestrian footbridges become more and more attractive with their ex-
ceptional structures, problems regarding their dynamic response arise. A lot of
research has been performed over the last 20 years boosted by the incident on
the London Millennium Bridge. Since the human-induced loads are described
by a large number of parameters (step frequencies, weight, stride length etc.)
which are characterized by a significant variability, many uncertainties related
to the resulting structural response may emerge. In the present thesis many
evaluation methods - from very simple ones, consisting of a single formula, to
complex ones incorporating integration of the differential equations of human
motion - are surveyed. An extensive research on the most widely-applied codes
of practice is elaborated, with purpose of showing the advantages and the draw-
backs of the calculation procedures included. Emphasis is put on the universally
acknowledged social force model accounting for the human-human interaction,
aiming to simulate the pedestrian flows and resulting human-induced loading
and structural response in a realistic manner.
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6.1 Conclusions

The dynamic response of Eeklo footbridge was comprehensively investigated
throughout this thesis. A comprehensive exploration of the current codes of
practice accounting for either single pedestrian loading and crowd loading, and
assessing the dynamic behaviour of pedestrian structures is elaborated. The
overall results according to the current codes of practice show admissible values,
in compliance with the limits imposed by the respective regulations. With small
exceptions, the acceleration levels obtained satisfy the medium comfort criteria
levels. Though, a significant dispersion in the results is present due to some
differences in the made assumptions. Common implication is the dominating
response in Mode 3, which is stemming from the low modal damping ratio. Al-
though coinciding in most premises adopted, the procedures in [1] and [2] show
different vertical acceleration levels due to differences in the governing reduction
factor ψ.

The crowd loading is initially presented by random flow wherein the trajecto-
ries of every pedestrian are defined as straight lines - the interaction between
pedestrians is disregarded. An extensive study of the human-human interaction
is performed by employing the social force model. Further, tuning of the model
parameters is fulfilled targeting at specific average speeds of the pedestrians flows
for different crowd densities. The calibration of the social force model gives as a
result two settled flows - unidirectional and bidirectional - with average speeds
concuring with the reference values provided by Weidmann [11]. Nonetheless,
the deterministic parameters/values for the two individual flows diverge greatly
manifesting that the pedestrians in the two processes would be prone to act
differently in order to insure one and the same walking speed.

The data acquired from the social force model is translated into sequence of
single-step forces and is applied on the Eeklo footbridge. The results of the
dynamic response obtained through the social force model show diverse results
for the two types of flows. An interpretation for that is found in the difference
of the probability distributions of the step frequencies. The specific case of
unidirecitonal crowd flow with density d = 1.5ped./m2 attracts the attention
with the fact nearly resonant occurs due to the second harmonic component of
the load - a phenomena denied as fictional in the literature sources. For all
densities accounted for, a better correspondence between the results is present
between bidirectional and random flows, rather than between unidirectional and
bidirectional flows. The accelerations due to unidirectional and bidirectional
flows differ almost two times in favour of the bidirectional flow. An explanation
for that could be sought in the instant peaks in the step frequencies for this type
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of the flow, implying higher values for the forcing function and subsequently for
the structural accelerations as well as the probability distribution of the step
frequencies, which, due to the higher standard deviation σfs, will provide bigger
number of pedestrians walking with pacing frequency close to some of the natural
ones.

6.2 Contributions and applications

Through the developing of the current thesis, the following contributions and
applications are wrought:

• A Matlab-code is developed based on the mathematical formulation of
the social force model. Afterwards, it provides all deterministic variables
needed for the dynamic analysis of the structure under consideration.

• A comprehensive overview of the current codes of practice is performed.
The advantages and disadvantages of the regulations are discussed and
assessed. The vertical acceleration levels are calculated and the differences
in the results are estimated.

• A parametric study of the bidirectional crowd flow is fulfilled with a view
to derive plausible behaviour of the pedestrians in the flow. The overall
average speed of the flow is adjusted in a way to coincide with the reference
values for different crowd densities defined by Weidmann. The acquired
pedestrian flow is profoundly explored and analyzed.

• A comparison between the unidirectional and bidirectional flows is per-
formed with reference to the average speed of the flows. An interpretation
of the differences between the determinative variables of the social force
model is exposed.

• The social force model is enforced to an existing structure - Eeklo foot-
bridge. The model variables are sampled and all information needed for
the definition of the single-foot forces is insured. A thorough dynamic
analysis through the benefit of the social force model and comparison to
the random flow is fulfilled and the representative acceleration levels are
summarized and discussed in details.
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